
Boosting Brand Awareness and Engagement 
through Social Media: A Case Study

About the Company
In today’s digital age, social media plays a crucial role in the success of a marketing campaign, especially in the 
publishing industry. This case study showcases the strategic use of social media to promote an urban fantasy 
book about a teenager who discovers he is the vessel for a demon that feeds on human souls. The challenge was 
to create a campaign that effectively captured the attention of young adult readers and sparked interest in the 
unique and thrilling storyline, while raising awareness about the book and driving sales. Through targeted social 
media efforts, the book’s publisher was able to build awareness and engage with potential readers.

Promoting a book on social media can be a complex challenge, 
especially for a genre like urban fantasy, which appeals to 
a specific target audience. With intense competition in the 
publishing industry and a constantly evolving social media 
landscape, it can be difficult to reach the desired target 
audience effectively. This book presents a unique challenge, 
blending elements of thriller, fiction, fantasy, magical realism, 
and young adult, making it challenging to categorize and 
market. It’s a delicate balancing act to create a social media 
campaign that both showcases the book’s thrilling storyline 
and avoids spoilers while engaging and intriguing the target 
audience. These challenges highlight the importance of a 
strategic and targeted approach to social media marketing, 
which this case study will summarize.

Problem

To overcome the challenges in promoting the book on social 
media, we employed a multi-faceted approach that leveraged a 
combination of targeted advertising, influencer partnerships, 
and engaging content. We focused on growing the book’s 
social media profiles by targeting fans of the fantasy and 
thriller genres. In addition, we created engaging, spoiler-
free content that showcased the book’s unique and thrilling 
storyline, including trailers, insights from the author, and 
exclusive excerpts. This approach not only helped the publisher 
reach their target audience but also allowed them to build a 
community of potential readers around the book. 

Solution

The targeted approach to promoting the book on Instagram 
and Twitter helped the publisher reach its target audience and 
build a robust, engaged community of potential readers. The 
influencer partnerships and engaging, spoiler-free content 
generated excitement for the book, resulting in a significant 
increase in followers and engagement on both social media 
platforms. This case study demonstrates the power of a 
strategic and targeted approach to social media marketing and 
highlights the impact that it can have on promoting a book and 
driving sales.
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